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Titan
Free Standing Goods Lift
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Prestige A401
Freestanding Platform Lift



Drive  Belt drive with variable frequency motor

Load  400kg

Travel  13 metres

Headroom  2.3 metres

Platform size    1.5m long x 1.1m wide (Minimum 1.4m x 1.1m Part M)

Confi guration     Single Entry, Open Through or Adjacent

Speed  0.15 metres per sec

Footprint   1.65m long X 1.35m wide (pit and fl oor cut-out)

Pit  50mm deep or a ramp will be supplied

Controls  Vandal resistant tactile illuminated push buttons - 
constant pressure operation to comply with codes

Communication  Visual & voice annunciation of fl oor reached 
 Hands free intercom on carriage

Supply voltage   240v, single phase, 50 Hz 20 amp

Duty cycle   15 return cycles per hour

Doors   2m high x 0.9m wide single swing with self closer

Shaft   Prefabricated insulated modules

Finishes   PVC laminated steel in a choice of colours
Stainless steel option

Lighting   Recessed downlighters set in shaft ceiling

Flooring   Anti slip rubber fl ooring

Safety   Alarm on carriage with battery back-up
  Battery lowering in case of power failure
  Sensitive edges around full perimeter of carriage 
  Fully electrically and mechanically interlocked doors

Options Extensive range of additional features available
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Prestige A401 Advantages

Prestige A401 Data

Our Companion Prestige A401 is a belt driven platform 

lift. Quiet, smooth and easy to operate it fi ts easily into 

any built environment.

Aesthetically pleasing, the Prestige A401 can travel up to 
13 meters, carry a load of 400kg, and has a generous plat-
form area of 1.5 x 1.1 metres.

The Prestige A401 is fully compliant with the European 
Machinery Directive and all UK and Ireland Building Regu-
lations, the requirements of Document M and the Disability 
Discrimination Act.

The Prestige A401 belt drive system means the self sup-
porting enclosure can be glazed on all four sides. Numer-
ous colours and fi nishes are available and the carriage 
control console can be customised in brass, stainless steel 
or hardwoods such as oak and mahogany.

The Prestige A401 operates quietly and economically, making 
it suitable for historic and listed buildings open to the public. It 
has a small footprint and shallow pit requirement, yet gener-
ous platform size, meaning in appropriate situations it can be 
installed where a conventional lift is not possible.

The Prestige A401 comes with many refi nements 
for ultimate passenger comfort and safety including 
ergonomic controls, level indicators, door safety systems 
and battery lowering in case of power supply interruption.
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